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Testing and Evaluation ot’dw Inrerfacial Stress State of a
Tungsten-Clad Composite Using Push+m Testing

R. Rutherford*, W-R-Johnson*, N. Jayaraman**, !3-lWIOY*, H=Home@

*LOSAlamos National Laboratory, Los Ahtnos, NM 87545
~*University of Cincinrwi, Cir.winnari, OH 45221

AbNracI
TO Study tie propetiesof a Mgsren-clad diffusion bonded interface push-em

wws were pwfmrned. Th.is method inVOIVeSpushingOWa nangmm rod while measuring
the applied load and relative displacement of the tungsten and cladding- Specimens were
nmgs~en in either wrought, annealed, or single crystal form wirh a 316L sm.inkss steel
clad. In the aualysIs of stress stare and its dependence on failure mode for push-out
Testing, two important parameters are examine~ specimen thiclmess, and support hole
sk. The+measured push-out loads coupkl with rhe finite element modeling were used
to yield i~ormauon abou~ the tungsten-clad bond strengrh. There is currently no
information available on the interface properties of the composite matelirds under
inves~igation. Therefore, a qualitative/quantitative means of measuring interface swengti
utilizing push-ow testing supported by Finite Elemem Modeling (FEM) was &veloped.

Introduction
The Acce]emtor Production of Trir.iLIrn(AFT) program proposes IO produce

rrhiurn via the reaction of 3He gas with nemrons produced by an accelerator-driven
proton beam impinging on a nwgs~en rarget, In the APT program, rneral-clad tungsten
tubes and rods are used as a targe~ tmwerial b generate lwEoIIs by spal.lafion reactions
wirh high-energy protons (1GeV) from an accelerwor. The APT r.arget design requires
tungsnm TObe clad with a metal for many reasons: to resist corrosion by me coolant, to
improve heat uansfer, and to conwdn tungsten in a 10SSof coolant accideru. For hear to
mansfer efllciently fiorn tie tungs~en 10 the cladding, ir is imperative that comp~ete
bonding occurs and tit the intetiace withstands thermal and dynamic (farigue) stresses,
along with radiation damage ~hat occurs during operation. 316L winless SW1 is under
inves~igation as possible cladding matcrkds because of its artrrmive thermal and
mechanical propenies, and ccvrosion resistance. Push-out mting was utilized to examine
Therole &e interface plays in controlling the overall composire suength and mughness-
FrOIRthe data generated it will be possible to quantify iruerfttce bond srren~h and select
the best composi[e materials for safe operation and optimum rarget life

There is considerable research on push-our tesring as a means to measarre
imerfacial stren~h. The information to date uses sma.11push-rods compared to rhe
inrerface diameter and a larger+han-necessary suppoIThole size. The effect of rhese test
parameters is that in addition 10 placing tie specimen in shear, a large rensile .w.ressis
imposed on the bottom of the push-out specimen leading to initiation of failure. The
rensile stresses can alter the interracial failure process such that rwher than failure
initiation by shear stress on the upper surface of the specimen in conraa with the push-
rod, failure can iniriwe by crack nucleation along the irueiface at the bouorn surface of
the specimen.
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Specimen Preparation
To simuIare the actual target geomerry, cylindrical specimens, consisting of a

tungs~en core witi a cladding of 316L smirdess steel were prepared. Bonding of the two
materials was accomplished by Hot lsosta~c Pressing (HIP) of the cladding to ~he
rungsren rod. Minimizing the HIP ~emperature yields a small difhsion zone, avoids the
formation of a britile i.ntermemllicpixwe, and produces rrdnimal residual stress buildup at
tie interface during cooling due to the mismatch of Cl_%between r-he tungsten and
cladding materials.

Three forms of tungsten were bonded to S16L minless s~eelto study the effect of
tungs~en’s material properties cmthe load displacement cume obtained in push-out ~esring
of composite discs cut from HIP sampIes. Specimens included tungsten in ei~er wrought,
wroughthumealed m 18~ ‘C for one hour, or single crystal form with a 316L smin.less
SIIA clad. The HIP assembly consisted of a 0.125 inch diameter rungsten rod inserred
into a 0.126 inch diameter hole in the clad marerial with end caps that were electron beam
welded on in a vacuum. The specimens were then HIPed in a cycle ih.rnapplied 29 ksi of
inert gas pressure for 8 hours and reached a maximum retnperature of 810 tl- 20 ‘C.
Specimens of roughly 0.05 inch in rh.iclmess were cut from the 1 inch long HIPed rods.
Specimens were then polished 10 a thiclawss of approximately 0.040 inch using a final
medium of lpm diamond.

Experimental Procedures
To srudy the mechanical properties of the mngsren-cladding bond, push-out rests

Were performed on 0.125 inch diameter mngsm rods containing a 0.125 inch thielc
cladding. The push-mu apparatus was designed LOplace the iruerfaee of the composite
sample in a state of shear srress to measure bond srrengrh. The push-ou~ fixture design
incorporated a support plare that resrncts the motion of the cladding material whale
aIlowing free motion of tie inm tungsten core as seen in figure 1. The push-ou~ test
fwrure was placed in a mechanical resring rnaehine r-hatapplied a compressive load to the
push-rod, which is i~ contact wirh the Tungsten core. The test measures rhe combined
resistance of the rungsren and tungstetimetal clad imerface to tie motion of the push-rod
rhw is driven at a conmm displacement rate of 0.005 inches per minute. The specimen is
held by tie support plate with a concenrtically loca~d hole hat provides unrestm.ined
rungsren motion. Pushow ~esrswere performed using IWOidentical supporr plates having
different push-out hole diamerers. The fnst suppon plate hole was 0.135 inch in diameter
yielding a 0.005 inch tolerance on the radius of the rungs[en. The second suppom plate
bole is 0-130 inch in diameter yielding a 0-0025 inch Iolemnce on the radius of tie
tungwcn. The punch was made of hardened LOOI srd wi~han end diatne~er of 0.121 inch.
$pecirnens were aligned with respect to rhe tungsten center and machined ~o a diarnmr
of 0.374 +/- 0.001 inch. The tight tolerance berween the push-rod and the support plm
hole was designed KOhelp reduce the tensile stresses on ~heexit surface of the specimen.

-.
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Figure 1. Fush-Ou~ fixrure schemauc and suppom pl~e used for tesring tungsten-clad
rods.

In addition TO~he information gathered on interface smmgth tiorn the push-ou~
testing, specimens were also characterized before testing by microhardness measuremems
on borh rungmn and clad materials, energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) for
elemental composition across tie diffusion zone, and ligh~ microscopy for grain size.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was uWized on complete and pa.n.ialpush-ou~ uws
specimens 10evaluate Ihe failure mode.

Resulrs
A SEM equipped with EIIS capabtities was used to investigate the diffusion zone

on rung.sum/316L SS specimens uniaxially bonded at temperatures of 800°C and 950”C
along wi~h a push-out specimen consisting of annealed rungs~en-clad 316L S!3rhat were
HIPed at 81O”C. T@ diffusion data indicates rha smirdess steel elernems (Fe, Ni, and
Cr) diffuse 1-3 microns into rhe tungsten for both the uniaxial bond 80WC and The81O”C
HIP push-out specimens. Diffusion data for &e uniaxial 950”C sp@rnen revealed
me~urable arnounrs of Fe, Ni, and Cr 7 pm into the tungsren. There was no evidence in
any of he specimens of rungs~en di~ing irno the stainless sweL

After HIPing, polished and ached pushout specimens were analyzed with op~ical
microscopy (Figure 2 (A, B, and C). The wrough~ tungsten exhibirs a grain size of 20-
30 w while tie grain size in the armealecl nmgsren varies between 20 IO300 pm. The
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single crystal tungsr.en was analyzed using h Laue b=k-reflection technique showing a
cl11> ofiernation normal 10rhe surface of the specimen. Micro-hardness examination on
specimens before push-ou~ ~esting yielded Vickers hardness values of 433.3 z 2,s4
I@n.rnz for single crystal mngswn, 399.8=14.44 kg/mrn2 for armeded tungsten, and
427.2 * 9.92 kghnmz for wroughr nmgsxen. AS expeaed, the annealed rungsten exhibits
the lowest hardness because of ~he large grain size and the lower dislocation densities
fkorn the annealing treatment. In addition, the annealed nmgsren shows a large standard
deviation because of its lwge variation in grain size-

A B c
Figure 2 A, B, and C. Morphology of 316L SS clad ugsren rod push-ou~ specimen a
500X. From lefi Toright WIough tungsten / 316L SS with a grain size of 10-20 p=
annealeclmngstm / 316L SS with a grain size of 20-300 pm, and single crysud / 316L
Ss.

Push-out smessAiispkcemmt curves were amined by measuring the load VS.

displacement during testing and dividing the load by {n* diameter* thickness) to yield
the interface smsss. Testing was performed on 316L SS bonded to rungsten in tie
wrought, annealed, and single crystal form Ahhough loadldisplacement uaces varied
from specimen to specimen, there we~ several distinctive characteristics in the
Ioad/displacement uaces of all push-out specimens. Tensile srresses induced cracking at
the rungsrer=ladding inretiace on the bcmom surface of every specimen. These stresses
altered tie interracial failure process such tizv rather rhan interracial failure initiation near
the upper surface of the specinm adjacent to the push-rod, failure initiated by crack
nucleation within the tungsten on the bottom surface of the specimen. Yielding of the
clad material was observed on both the top and bortorn of every s@men tested. N
push-our wst specimen’s stress vs. displacement curves roughly followed tie cumes
produced by resting a pure 3 ML SS specimen with no rungsreu core. The difference
between tie loatidisplacetneru curves for clad rungs~en push-cm specimens and tiat of
rhe pure 316L SS was that for the clad rungs[en specimen achieved a higher srress for the
same displacenwm in the push-out specimens. The higher smess results from nmgsren
having a higher modules of elasticity rhari the cladding rwwerial. The represemation
stress/displacmnenr curve for the clad mauxizd alone can he seen as a reference on rhe
push-ow sQess vs. displacement graphs.
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Figvre 3. Push-out yield strengti VS.d.isplacemem for 316L SS clad tu.ngs~en. The
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reference line in rhe graph indicares the stress vs displacement curve for a 316L specimen
witiout a tungsten core. SCT, AT, and WT in the legend indicates the single crystal, g

annealed, and wrought mngsren forms respectively, followed by the specimen rhickness
.4.%
>~;

in millirnecers. ~
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The SEM analysis of push-outIestson316L SS clad wroughr show rransgranular
brntle fractures on the bcmam sdice asseeninfigure4. 316L SS clad wrouglx rungsren
reached a maximum srre.ssof 406 MPa a[ a displacement of 0.45mm.

.$.g:

The 316L SS clad annealed rungsten push-out tests revealed cracking aloug The
&

grii boundaries after testing (figure 5). This behavior is probably a result of increased
&
~j$

concentration of impurities tha~ accumulated on the boundaries during heat treatment. $T$.
The push-out stress for 316L SS clad annealed rungsten ranged from411 10480 MPa for $$
displacements of 0.48 JO0,56mm- &
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A
Figure 5 A and B. lmergranular fracture of annealed mngsren core afier push-out tming.

Th~ 316L SS clad single crysml rungs~eu push-ou~ specimens showed criiki.ng
along the cleavage planes on the bottom surface alter ~esting- Laue back reflection x-ray
analysis revealed that the cl 11> crystallographic direcnon is parallel to AC compression
tiection. TINJSit b hypot’btie that tie cracking is =curnng on rhe (1 10) close packed
planes, Figure 6 shows this cracking on the bortorn of the specimen in ~he single crystal
tungsten proved TObe at a.ngIes of 60 and 120° relative m one another. 316L SS clad
single crysml umgsren reached stresses of 402 and 440MPa at a displacement of 0.49rnm.
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A B
Figures 7 A and B. 130tmmsurface of a 316L SS clad single crystal tungsten parrial
push-ouI specimen. Viewing cracking in Thetungsten and yielding of the 316L SS clad
rwerial.

Panial push-oul [emswere performed Onthethreeformson clad ru.ngsten rods to
evauare the failure process- h all pattial push-out tests cracking was observed in the
tungsten on Thebowom surfdce of tie specimen.

Conclusion
EDS of the diffbsion zone revealed elements of stainless steel (Ni, Cr, Fe)

diffisi~g 1-3 microns ituo ~he tungsten at 8@C increasing up 107 microns for 950”C.
After testing each specimen, it was observed ustig IDS and backscamx electron imaging
made cmthe SEM rcvcakd the remains of tungsten on the clad ma~rial- The same is true
for clad remains being visible on h tungsten core after pushed-ou~ testing. The nwerial
remains on both portions of the push-our specimen leads to the conclusion that failure
occurred at the interface.

The resuhs showed consiswm push-ou~ stress values for borh 0.135 and 0.130
inch push-out support hole diameter. JWWXJgha larger difference in supporr hole size
will cmwinly affect the ~est results, rhe 0.005 inch difference bervveen support hole
diameters showed na noticeable affea-

316L SS clad single crystal tungsten kdd an average push-m stress of 421MPa.
Failure on the bonom surface of rhe rungsten occwmd by cracking on the (110) cleavage
planes. Micro hardness testing of single crYst4 nmgs~enrevealed a Vickers number of
433 with a standard deviation of 2.54.

316L SS clad annealed tungsten, wifi a grain size of 20-300 w showed an
average push-out stress of 443h!lPa. Failure on the bottom surface of de nmgsten
occumed by huergranular cracking. Micro hardness resting of single crysml rungs~en
revealed a Vlckers number of 399.8 with a standard deviation of 14-4.

316L SS clad wrouglu tungsteq with a grain size of 10-20 w had an average
push-our s~ess of 392MI% Failure on the bortom surface of the tungsten occurred by
RWWEJIWIZZ cracking. Micro hardness
Vickers number of 427 with a srandard

testing of single crystal tungsren revealed a
deviation ~f 9,92, The discrepancy between
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